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Abstract:
Previous researches about the use of Infrared cameras in education are presented. The first part is more focused on Physic applications.
Different approaches are discussed like letting the students discovering phenomena by following a protocol or letting them discover it by themselves in
an open-ended lab. The question about at which grade are Infrared cameras useful is also discussed. Then the second part deals with applications of
Infrared cameras in Biology. It talks about many fields like plants and medicine for both humans and animals. After that, infrared pictures which were
taken during biological phenomena exploration are presented and analyzed. It deals with some everyday biological phenomena and some explanations
are given. To conclude, a presentation of some basic phenomena which are made viewable by the Infrared camera is done and some advantages and
drawbacks of this device are explained.

Introduction:
Infrared cameras, also often called Thermal camera, can be used in many various ways. In this
document, we will focus on teaching approaches.
Using Infrared cameras is very intuitive. Usually, the screen shows colors with a scale to
indicate the temperature of each color. The most used color system is the rainbow one that goes from
blue to red passing through all visible light. In this one, blue represents the coldest parts and red the
hottest ones. But other systems can also be used like a grey one (black for cold and white for hot
parts) or an “iron” one (from purple to yellow). Only a little bit of time is necessary to get used to
these devices and even children can understand the basic rules of its operation without difficulties.

Concerning Education, it is quite obvious that these cameras can be a great help in courses that study Thermal phenomena. It allows the
students to “see” thermal changes in a concrete way. They can do some experiments and see the results by themselves instead of being told about it
without any other proof than calculus.
Some teachers got interested in using Infrared cameras in their courses. Since Infrared cameras are easy to use, it can be related to many fields
and any level. These cameras can be used with children to make them discover Thermal science in a more interactive way but it can also be used in
University classes to see more complex phenomena and understand better how it works.
The use of the camera will be different considering the level of the user. On the one hand, children can use it like a thermometer or to detect a
“hot” or “cold” thing. On the other hand, university students can go further and test the limits of the device or using it to detect something complex and
try to find a scientific explanation for each phenomena.
Physic education applications:
As we said, these devices are a great tool for Thermal science investigation. It has already been used in some Physics courses mostly at
University level. Some years ago in 2007, Möllmann and Vollmer wrote an article presenting “Infrared thermal imaging as a tool in university physics
education”. At the University of Applied Sciences in Brandenburg, Germany, they used Infrared cameras in several utilizations like demonstrations,
students lab works and even students projects. The cameras enables them to cover many physic fields and study a lot of phenomena in a different way.
For example, in Mechanics, they made the students visualize heat during friction or inelastic collisions. Concerning Thermal Physics, they used
Infrared cameras to study heat conductivity influence, the cooling of an gas upon adiabatic expansion, convection and evaporation. Many other fields
were covered like electromagnetism, optics and even quantum physics.
Xie and Hazzard also found Infrared cameras as a useful tool. They described some applications in “Infrared Imaging for Inquiry-Based
Learning” in 2011. The aim was to let the students using the cameras in open-ended space without many instructions. It allowed them to discover
phenomena by themselves. Xie and Hazzard used the cameras for basic heat transfer understanding like conduction, convection and radiation but also
for visualizing latent heat (with only a glass of water and a paper). They also found some applications in engineering for example in building
insulation. Some years later, in “More than Meets the Eye – Infrared Cameras in Open-Ended University Thermodynamics Labs” (2016), Melander,
Haglund, Weiszflog and Andersson also let the students discover thermal phenomena with more freedom. They designed some laboratory work using
Infrared cameras with more or less instructions. The assignments were about heat pumps, entropy changes in rubber bands, the cooling through JouleThomson throttling, Thermal radiation and Thermal imaging. The first three experiments are more focused on the component's operations of each
device while the two last give more freedom to the students to discover thermal phenomena. They went further in another document “University
physics students' ideas of thermal radiation expressed in open laboratory activities using infrared cameras” in 2017. The students were more free to
explore a given phenomena by themselves with Infrared cameras and the teachers payed attention to how students were using these cameras. It has

shown that students could attend to more phenomena (like the thermal properties of the different sides of a Leslie cube) and understand them better
than they would have done in a conventional lab work.
However, University students are not the only one getting benefits in using Infrared cameras. It could be a great tool in school too. In an article
published in 2015, Haglund, Jeppsson, Hedberg and Schönborn present an overview of studies they made with pupils using these cameras on 4 th to 12th
grades: “Thermal cameras in school laboratory activities”. They used these cameras to visualize heat-related phenomena and the students were
following a Predict-Observe-Explain method. The experiments were adapted depending on the level of understanding thermal phenomena by the
students. For instance, 4th graders had more experiments using their own body to see and feel things. 7 th graders did experiments with a little more
scientific approaches and 10 to 12th graders did more complex thermal investigation. In conclusion, it seems that Infrared cameras are used in different
ways depending on the grade.
Nevertheless, Infrared cameras can have other applications than purely physic thermal phenomena. In 2014, Ayrinhac used these camera for
electric application in “Electric current solves mazes”. It uses the Joule effect to heat the wires where the electric current is passing, revealing by the
way the solution of a maze and bringing questions to the students about the electric current behavior. The same year, Kylili, Fokaides, Christou and
Kalogirou wrote “Infrared Thermography applications for building diagnostics”. Infrared cameras can also be used to investigate buildings and their
insulation. It can detects heat leaks from the inside of the building (with better results when there is a difference of at least 10°C between the inside and
the outside of the building) but also entrapped moisture which appears cooler than the surroundings. Doing the measurements during a windy day is
better because it gives higher rates of heat convection so the leakages appear clearer.
Biology applications:
A combination of Infrared cameras and Biology can be very useful and not only for an educational purpose. In 2004, Jones summarized some
utilizations of Infrared cameras on plant physiology in “Application of Thermal Imaging and Infrared Sensing in Plant Physiology and
Ecophysiology”. It says that Infrared cameras are a great way to observe plants' stress thanks to the canopy temperature. A rise of it above air
temperature means a stomatal closure and crop water stress. These cameras can also be used to schedule irrigation by estimating the evaporation rates
thanks to the canopy temperature.
In 2016, Soroko and Howell worked on the use of Infrared cameras with horses to detect diseases or injuries. They provided an overview of
applications of these cameras in “Infrared Thermography: Current Applications in Equine Medicine”. Infrared cameras are ten times more sensitive
than human hand palpations in detecting temperature changes. It could be used to see clearly many disorders like inflammatory, vascular or even
neurological ones. Usually, horses present a high symmetry degree between its left and right parts. So any thermal asymmetry could show a problem.
Some rigorous protocols have been written to establish standards measurements. Moreover, with precise Infrared cameras, it can be possible to
quantify the regression of an inflammation during the healing process and to monitor the efficiency of the treatment.

More importantly, Infrared cameras can be used in medicine. In 2012, Lahiri, Bagavathiappan, Jayakumar and Philip gave some applications in
“Medical applications of infrared thermography”. For instance, cooling the hand by touching ice make the veins visible. Moreover, the temperature
distribution of the body depends on its level of stress, concentration and psychological activities. So special experimental conditions has been
determined by researches to enlightened specific issues. With more studies, Infrared cameras could be used in the gynecology field but also to detect
cancers, diabetic problems or skin diseases.

Investigation moving around with an Infrared camera:
Method:
The aim is to take a walk with an Infrared camera to “see” phenomena that are happening all around us. It is similar to what was done in openended labs (like described by Xie and Hazzard) but outside and without particular things to observe but in this report, it is focused on biology related
phenomena. Without the camera, we don't really think about every thermal reactions that are happening. Here, the purpose is to become aware of all
these phenomena and to try to understand them better. Each place is interesting to analyze but some reveals more remarkable things.
The following pictures were taken with a hand-held Infrared camera: FLIR C2. They were taken in Karlstad (mostly at Mariebergsskogen) in
Sweden during summer in sunny days (or partly cloudy). There are two fields covered: one is about animals'heat and the other one deals with
vegetation.

Results:
Animals :
Context of the picture

Duck on water

Rabbits laying on the grass

Normal picture

IR picture

Potential explanation(s)

The duck appears a little hotter
(20°C)
But as the emissivity of the water is
high, its temperature isn't the true
one, it is the one of the surroundings
(reflecting on water)

Ears and the head are the hottest
parts of rabbits. It may be because
there is less fur in that place so the
temperature is more close to the
blood vessel's one.
Their fur can be hot too when it is
exposed to sun light (accumulate
heat) but generally it is between
their body and air temperature.

Chicken sleeping

White and black chickens

The head is the hottest part of the
chicken. Indeed, it hasn't the same
insulating feathers.

We can see a difference between
black and white feathers. The black
ones appears hotter than the white
ones. It is probably due to the
absorption of the visible light which
is higher with black feathers. That
why their bodies look hotter.

The mane of the horse is less hot
than the other parts of the body.
Horse going back from a walk
outside

The external body temperature is
around 36°C.
We can deduce that it was a sunny
day because the hair of the girl is
hotter than her face due to sunlight
absorption.

We can see all parts of the horse.
The hotter ones are the body and the
head.

Horse walking outside

The mane looks colder as we just
saw but the legs seem quite cold too.
It might be due to shade and not
many activity.
The tail seems even cooler maybe it
is because it's only hair (no body
activity on these parts) and it is not
touching the body so not warmed by
it so it is at air temperature.
Bird's temperature is higher than the
room temperature (27°C compared
to 22°C)

Birds inside a room

Their body seems to be hot but not
the long feathers (tail) it is probably
the same phenomenon than the
horse's tail.

Without grass, the temperature can
be really high (40°C) but with some,
the temperature is not that high
(~ 24°C)
Ground temperature exposed to sun
light with or without grass

It may be due to a combined effect
of the evaporation and the
convection of heat from the grass to
the air. This process may makes the
temperature decrease.

A little too far to see clearly the
different parts of the goat.
Goats inside a shed or in the shade
A goat lying in the shade can still be
seen with an IR camera.

The temperature of the pig is higher
on its back. The sun may have
heated its skin.
The baby pig is too far to see if the
same phenomena is happening.
A pig and its baby
We can see that the stones are hotter
than the ground it might be due to
some different properties (higher
absorption of heat, higher
emissivity...)

The head of the pig looks colder.
Pig in the water

It is probably due to the water
(~ 15 °C) cooling this part of the
body (30°C) down or the
evaporation of the water.

The head of the sheep is hotter than
the other parts of the body (34°C)
A sheep which were in the shade
It is probably due to the insulation
of the wool

A sheep which were in the shade

The legs are hotter than the fur
(31°C compared to 27°C) but still
colder than the head

A sheep which were in the shade

Shed with sheep inside

Ears are the hottest parts of the head
(no fur, thin skin)

We can barely not see the sheep
inside the shed (just a little more
color inside) but the picture shows
too much things to focus on the
sheep interactions. The scale is from
0°C to 48°C.
To have better results, it is good to
avoid sky (~ 4°C) and other parts
with a lot of temperature differences
(here the wooden house at 50°C)

Trees :
Context of the picture

Normal picture

IR picture

Potential explanation
The leaf catches heat very easily.
Just 2 or 3 seconds in contact with a
hand and the leaf is heated of ~ 4°C.

Temperature of a leaf after a short
human hand contact

A short video of Charles Xie shows
this phenomena:
https://energy.concord.org/ir/experi
ments-page2.html#dry-vs-fresh-leaf
The leaf will lose this heat within a
few seconds (10 s)

Dead / burned part of a leaf during a
cloudy day

The dead part (brown) of a leaf
accumulate more heat than the
healthy part (difference of ~ 2°C)
It may be due to the fact that there is
no evaporation (no regulation of the
heat) on the dead parts.

Once again we can observe the
temperature difference between a
healthy part and a dead part
Dead part of a leaf and dry ground
during a cloudy day

We can also see that the ground has
a higher temperature. It is dry so
there is no evaporation to regulate
the heat. Moreover, convection
keeps the dry part of the leaf at a
lower temperature.

Dead branch during a cloudy day

The dead branch is hotter than the
normal ones. No evaporation
process is happening to regulate the
heat.

Dry pine cone during a cloudy day

The pine cones are hotter than the
needles. They are dry and don't do
any evaporation to lower their
temperature.

Little bud on a conifer during a
cloudy day

The bud is hotter than the branches
(2-3°C more). It might be due to
some metabolism of the tree?
The needles appears to be quite cold
compared to the branches
(3-4°C less)

The color of the trunk may have an
impact on the regulation of the
temperature.
Trunk color differences knowing
that the tree was probably exposed
to some sun light

The black parts are a little hotter
than the white ones. It might comes
from the fact that a black surface
will absorb more energy from the
visible light than a white one.

Discussion about the efficiency of the Infrared Camera:
The camera FLIR C2 is a small version of Infrared cameras. So one can expect it to be not very performing but actually it is a pretty great tool.
It is small and light so it can be transported easily in a bag or a pocket and the thermal sensitivity is 100 mK so it is able to detect very small
temperature variations that are unnoticeable with human sensitivity.
This Infrared camera is one of the most affordable one and works pretty well. It is accurate enough to see many phenomena and a good way to
get introduce to this kind of tool. Moreover, it has the advantage to be very intuitive so even someone who doesn't know anything about how to use it is
perfectly able to understand its operation.
The best way to get used to this camera is to take a look around you. There are many phenomena that are happening all around us, the Infrared
camera allows you to discover them in an interactive way. Even a totally normal room can reveals interesting things. For example, having a look at
some electrical stuff (lamps, batteries charger...) will make you see everyday phenomena. Watching a window (or some shiny surfaces) is interesting
too, its behavior is not always what you could have expected. The camera can also detect some insulation problems if the temperature difference
between the inside and the outside of the building is high enough. Of course, looking at human and animal's body is very interesting too and you will
be able to see which parts of their body are more insulated than the other and investigate why it is (skin, hair, fur...). You could also be surprised that
some materials are see-through in the Infrared range but not in visible light (plastic bags, balloons...) or the reverse for example with water.
There are many options available on the parameters. We have to chose a given emissivity (usually 0,95), a distance (~ 1m) between the camera
and the object and also a reflected temperature (~ 20°C). Although these settings are not always true, it enables to have an estimation of the real
temperature. So we have to be careful and not use the given temperature as an absolute truth because it is not always the case. Indeed, the precision of
the camera is about ± 2°C or 2% so it might be more intended to be used in a qualitative way rather than a quantitative one. But there is no problem if it
is used to measure the temperature evolution of a body.
The camera uses an automatic scale. It is really convenient but sometimes it could be better to be able to choose its own scale. Sometimes, you
take a picture with visible sky parts (hidden behind a tree for instance) and it would be better if you could choose the minimal temperature to avoid
these part which are making the scale bigger so less precise for what you want to observe. Nevertheless, you can lock the scale with just a pressure on
the screen so you may be able to have better results doing that even if once again, you can't set it manually. Another annoying thing about the scale is
that it only shows the cursor, the minimal and the maximal temperatures . So you have to do the estimation of the temperature by yourself or use
another software.

Although the camera is very intuitive, it doesn't allow you to observe clearly everything. You have to pay attention about the distance between
the camera and what you are observing. If you are too far (~10m) you might have less precision if you want to see small details and as said before, the
scale could not suit very well to what you've expected. The same problem could occur if you want to observe small things (less than 5cm). However,
this camera has a very good price/quality ratio (~ 6,000 kr). It is affordable for small companies or schools and allow them to use it for many
applications in various fields.
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